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Abstract— Control design for bipedal robots with hybrid zero
dynamics provides stable gaits for 2D and 3D robots. However,
3D robots still pose a challenge to stabilize because there is no
lateral stabilization control. It becomes even more challenging
for exoskeletons because of the unmodelled dynamics of the
user and forces the user excerts upon it. One of the most
common methods to avoid falls in the HZD context are the use
of regulators, i.e., heuristic controllers that aid the robot during
walking. However, they lack formal stability guarantees as they
change the designed HZD path. This paper proposes a ZMP
based regulation for bipedal robots with feet; the regulator
modifies the HZD outputs such that they can adjust the ZMP
trajectory to keep the robot from falling while maintaining the
hybrid invariance of the generated orbit.

I. INTRODUCTION

A study of the Christopher Dana Reeve Foundation
states that nearly 1 in 50 people are living with paralysis
in the United States [?]. Unfortunately, many people with
lower-limb paralysis face tough challenges to mobilize and
frequently need the assistance of a caregiver. Restoring their
ability to walk or providing support during rehabilitation
with lower-limb exoskeletons is a promising solution for
improving their quality of life. Many lower-limb exoskele-
tons have been developed since earlier work in 1960 at the
Mihalio Pupin Institute in Belgrade [1] and the University of
Wisconsin [2] to this day [3]. Although those exoskeletons
posses reliable hardware, their locomotion capabilities are
limited by their walking and stability controllers: either they
require the use of crutches for balance and direction or they
provide static gaits with stability limitations.In consequence,
exoskeletons require more efficient walking controllers that
pose a better robustness performance for unmodelled dynam-
ics that could originate a fall.

Bipedal walking design for robotics typically uses two
paradigms: (1) relying on low-dimensional models [4]–[6],
and (2) the exploitation of the full dynamics of the robot
[7], [8]. Using low-dimensional models allows us to use
simple expressions to calculate stability bounds or provide
real-time solutions for planning gaits [9]. On the other hand,
considering the full dynamics enables the robot to attain high
efficiency and stable walking gaits as long as the states of
the full system evolve along the generated stable limit cycle.

A very known stability parameter used on low-dimensional
models is the so-called Zero Moment Point (ZMP), which
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enforces ground reaction forces being always inside the
support foot [10], [11]. Those methods have the advantage
of generating trajectories in real-time and using a stability
criterion that is easily measured. Additionally, by using
simplified models, the capture point method [12] computes
bounds of stability to estimate the region where the robot
needs to step to avoid a fall. Each different low-dimensional
model presented capture more strategies and expand the
region of stability as the model gains complexity.

On the other hand, limit cycle walkers were inspired by the
observation that passive walkers exploit their full dynamics
to generate a stable gait [13], highlighting a mathematical
abstraction that enforces the periodicity and stability of the
walking gaits. The stability of the limit cycle for actuated
robots is achieved by enforcing a control law that renders the
hybrid zero dynamics (HZD) invariant under the continuous
dynamics, and the impact map generated the collision of the
foot with the ground [7], [14].

The primary tool to generate walking gaits in the context
of HZD is through nonlinear optimization by choosing an
adequately set of constraints and periodicity conditions [15],
[16] and obtain a phase-variable dependent trajectory used as
a virtual-constraint for control design. One of the main ben-
efits of the HZD method is the mathematical generalization
to different types of robots and the efficiency exhibited by
them [16]. Unfortunately, this method produces one walking
trajectory, and deviations from it during experiments can
break its stability with moderate ease.

Handling the problem of deviations from the nominal
HZD trajectory requires further control action. For instance,
heuristic control regulators are widely used to tune the
gait until a reaching level of robustness as used in the
robot Atrias [17] or Durus [16]; in those approaches, an
optimization algorithm generates a set of virtual-constraints
that are mathematically stable for an ideal model. However,
for implementation, an additional control action was used as
a foot-placement strategy to prevent the robot from rolling
over its foot and fall. The action of this regulation works
beyond the HZD method for the same robot, as it generates
a stable walking gait for Atrias at different speeds [18],
affirming its importance for robot walking.

A way to extend the application of the walking gaits gen-
erated through HZD is to switch among different limit cycles
[19], providing behaviors such as stopping, running, turning,
among others able to switch sequentially. Furthermore, it
provides a way to increase the region of the stability of the
robot since having several gaits can aid the robot to switch
among them when there is a deviation from the nominal one



using interpolation or regression among orbits [17], [20] for
example.

The manipulation of the HZD outputs [21], [22], also
permits the generation of a new family of walking gaits that
can exhibit different speeds with the advantage of keeping
mathematical properties of stability of the original gait. For
instance, Veer [21] proposed to add a term to the virtual-
constraints calculated from the actual and the target speed
using the jacobian of the forward speed. This term holds
specific properties to conserve the hybrid invariance and
stability of the original gait.

Since lateral stability is one of the main problems during
3D walking, we propose to use a similar procedure to Veer
[21] to maintain the hybrid invariance of the walking gait.
With this procedure and by relying on the ZMP criterion and
the use of a low-dimensional model for the lateral movement
of the robot, it is possible to provide a regulation that keeps
the lateral ZMP under the support polygon to avoid a fall.

We propose a new regulation strategy for the lateral ZMP
that produces a hybrid invariant orbit generated from the
nominal, optimized HZD orbit. The main advantage of this
regulator is its direct relationship with the ZMP as a stability
criterion that can be measured and controlled.

With this goal for the paper, Sec. II starts with the
mathematical formulation of the traditional hybrid zero dy-
namics approach, considering the exoskeleton model. The
control design using virtual constraints and the optimization
problem are discussed in Sec. III. Sec. IV presents the main
contribution of the paper as it derives the mathematical
expression and states the main theorem for the regulation
on the virtual constraints. The results for both simulation
and experiment are shown in Sec. V with details of the
optimization problem, the computer running the simulation,
and the gait results. Finally, in Sec. VI a discussion of the
overall methodology is presented.

II. MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS OF HYBRID ZERO
DYNAMICS FRAMEWORK

This section presents a mathematical model for a pow-
ered lower-limb exoskeleton. In particular, we take into
consideration the hybrid nature of bipedal locomotion and
pose an optimization problem that considers impacts and
looks for stable periodic behaviors by enforcing invariant
reduced dimensional manifolds via virtual-constraint-based
feedback controller. However the virtual constraints will be
modified by an extra output used for CoM regulation which
by construction do not disturb the hybrid invariance of the
nominal gait generated through the HZD optimization.

A. Hardware Description

ATALANTE (Wandercraft, France) is a battery-powered
lower limb exoskeleton designed to enable hand-free dy-
namic walking for individuals with paraplegia. It has a
total weight of 75Kg and can be worn by a patient of
up to 90Kg. Each leg of ATALANTE has six actuated
joints, conformed by transversal hip, frontal hip, sagittal hip,
sagittal knee, henke ankle, and sagittal ankle, as shown in

Fig. 1. Kinematic representation of the exoskeleton ATALANTE exoskele-
ton.

Fig. 1. Among them, the henke and sagittal ankle joints are
controlled through two differential linear actuators, and the
rest are directly actuated with brushless DC motors through
a harmonic drive. Each motor is commanded through an
ELMO driver board, and the whole system is managed by a
central computer running a real-time Linux system. For the
control design in this paper, we will consider each joint as
an independent rotational joint.

B. Robot Modelling

Because the exoskeleton is designed to fully support the
user’s weight, the user is securely strapped to the device from
the feet up to the abdomen. To study the dynamical behavior
of the human-exoskeleton and to avoid over-complicating
the model by considering the compliant elements present
in the human body and exoskeleton linkages, the lumped
human-exoskeleton system is modeled as a rigid body hybrid
dynamical system. Let Rb is a body-fixed reference frame
attached at the pelvis link, qb ∈ Qb is the configuration of
the actuated joints, p and φ are the position and orientation
of the origin of Rb with respect to the world frame R0,
the configuration of the floating base coordinate system of
ATALANTE is given by

q = (p, φ, qb) ∈ Q, (1)

with Q = SE(3) × Qb. Considering the presence of both
continuous and discrete dynamics in bipedal locomotion due
to the swing foot impacts with the ground, we use a hybrid
dynamical system to represent the periodic walking of the
exoskeleton. In this paper, we are interested in a flat-foot
walking motion consisting of two phases, as shown in Fig. 2.

The walking of the human-exoskeleton system can be
expressed as a hybrid control system (H C ) .

H C = {Γ,D ,U , S,∆, FG} (2)

where Γ is the directed graph (e.g., Fig. 2), D ⊂ TQ
is a smooth manifold representing the admissible domain
of the system states, U represents the admissible controls,
S ⊂ D is the switching surface, ∆ is the reset map, and
FG represents the equations of motion of the continuous



Fig. 2. A directed graph representing the flat foot walking phases for
ATALANTE. We assume that at any moment there is only one support foot
that lies flat on the ground.

dynamics. For more details regarding the construction of the
hybrid system model, we refer the readers to [23], [24].

C. Hybrid Zero Dynamics based Feedback Controller

The idea of Hybrid Zero Dynamics is that if there exists
a feedback tracking control u ∈ U that renders the hybrid
system hybrid invariant, i.e., invariant through impacts, the
full order dynamics to behave as a reduced dimensional
system determined by the hybrid invariant orbits, termed
hybrid zero dynamics (HZD) [7], [14]. This is realized by
carefully designing a set of virtual constraints for the system.

The virtual constraints for the exoskeleton ATALANTE
are defined as the difference between actual (ya(q)) and
desired outputs (yd(τ(q), α)) and are (vector) relative degree
2, given by

y(q, α) = ya(q)− yd(τ(q), α), (3)

where τ is a state-based phase variable used as a timing
variable instead of time. Under an appropriate control law
u ∈ U the virtual constraints are zeroed rendering the zero
dynamics [14].

Zα = {(q, q̇) ∈ D |y(q, α) = 0, ẏ(q, q̇, α) = 0} (4)

A forward invariant zero dynamics manifold means that any
state that starts in Zα remains in Zα until reaching the guard
S. To render the zero dynamics invariant under impacts, the
set of parameters α must be designed such that after the reset
map (∆) is applied, the states remain in Zα.

∆(S ∩Zα) ∈ Zα (5)

Finding the set of parameters α is typically solved through
a constrained nonlinear optimization problem [15], [16].

D. Gait generation

In this paper we use FROST to optimize a periodic
walking gait for ATALANTE [15]. Let z contains all the
optimization variables; the optimization problem can be
stated as

z∗ = argmin
z

L (z) (6)

zmin ≤ z ≤ zmax (7)
cmin ≤ c(z) ≤ cmax (8)

The cost function (L ) is defined as

L =

2∑
j=1

(

∫ T

0

||uj(τ)||2dτ + P (q̇j , uj)) (9)

where j ∈ 1, 2 represents left and right leg support phase,
uj(t) the control input for each phase, P (q̇j , uj) is the
mechanical power of the gait and τ is the phase variable.
The constraints in the optimization can be expressed as:

1) Physical Constraints: In addition to the stability con-
straints, other physical constraints must be considered in
the optimization problem to generate a feasible gait for im-
plementation in experiments. Characteristic hardware limita-
tions include torque bounds, joint angle bounds, and velocity
limits. Those constraints integrate into the optimization as
bounds of the optimization variables in (7).

2) Design constraints: To generate human-like gaits, we
use additional constraints that limit the solution space of
the optimization into realistic bounds. For instance, the
torso orientation must be upwards with reasonable movement
bounds

φtormin ≤ φtor(z) ≤ φtormax (10)

The swing foot must maintain a certain height during the
step to avoid scuffing

hswing(q) > 0 (11)

The swing foot must impact the ground with low negative
velocity

−vmax ≤ h′swing(q, q̇) ≤ 0 (12)

The ground reaction wrench must be bounded and enforce
the ZMP constraint

Wmin ≤W (q, q̇, u) ≤Wmax (13)

The impact invariance condition (5) together with the design
constraints are expressions of the optimization variables of
the form (8).

III. REGULATION OF ZMP CONSTRAINTS

This section presents the mathematical formulation to
regulate the ZMP through the virtual constraints maintaining
the hybrid invariance associated with the optimized Zα.

A. Regulation on Virtual Constraints

In this section the virtual constraints (3) will be augmented
with and additional term hs(τ(q), β) to allow changes on
yCoM . Consider the new virtual constraints yβ(q, α)

yβ(q, α) = y(q, α)− hs(τ(q), β) (14)

yβ(q, α) = ya(q)− (yd(τ(q), α) + hs(τ(q), β)) (15)

where hs(τ, β) = BM (τ)β is the extra term, BM (τ) is a
Bezier polynomial and β a vector of parameters.

The new hybrid zero dynamics surface is Zβ and is
defined as:

Zβ = {(q, q̇) ∈ D |yβ(q, α) = 0, ẏβ(q, q̇, α) = 0} (16)



Note that when the states evolve on Zβ they are completely
defined by:

ya(q) = yd(τ, α) +BM (τ)β (17)

Zβ deviates from Zα by the introduction of the additional
term, to conserve the hybrid invariance property it must hold
that the additional term hs(τ, β) vanishes at the extremes
points of Zβ as stated in [21].

Theorem 1. If Zα is hybrid invariant, there exists a control
law uβ that renders Zβ forward invariant and hs(τ, β) meets
condition 1) and 2), then Zβ is hybrid invariant.

1) hs(τ, β) vanishes at the beginning and end of the gait.

hs(0, β) = hs(T, β) = 0; (18)

2) d
dτ hs(β, τ) vanishes and the beginning and end of the
gait.

h′s(0, β) = h′s(T, β) = 0; (19)

Proof: Note that the guard S is reached at the end of
the step (τ = T ) and given condition 1) and 2) both Zα and
Zβ coincide, as shown in Fig. 3, then:

x ∈ S ∩Zα → x ∈ S ∩Zβ (20)

By condition of the theorem, Zα is impact invariant ∆(S ∩
Zα) ⊂ Zα and together with (20) it leads to

∆(S ∩Zβ) ⊂ Zα (21)

At τ = 0, by conditions 1) and 2) both Zα and Zβ will
coincide as well (Fig. 3), then

∆(S ∩Zβ) ⊂ Zβ (22)

Revealing that Zβ is impact invariant. Since Zβ is forward
invariant under uβ and impact invariant, then it is hybrid
invariant.

Fig. 3. The surfaces Zα and Zβ share the same guard and undergo the
same reset map.

B. Lateral ZMP regulation

During experiments, ATALANTE presents lateral insta-
bility revealing that tracking the virtual-constraints does
not guarantee stability. Some strategies to avoid falling use
a foot-placement regulator based on the hip velocity of
the robot or the torso orientation [16], [17], although the

new trajectories would not respect the behavior of the zero
dynamics designed during the HZD optimization.

To work towards the goal of avoiding a fall, we note that
a lateral fall implies a violation of the lateral ZMP during
walking. Regulating the ZMP would prevent this issue, and
by following the output construction in [21], the resulting
regulation would maintain the hybrid invariance property
while avoiding a fall.

By considering the movement of the robot as an inverted
pendulum [10], we can simplify the ZMP into an equation
that depends entirely on the center of mass (CoM) trajectory

yZMP = yCoM −
zCoM
g

ÿCoM (23)

Since we are interested in regulating the lateral ZMP such
that it lies on the support foot, we can change the ZMP
location by a lateral movement of the center of mass.
Assuming that the desired location of the lateral center of
mass is ydCoM = yCoM +∆yCoM and generates the desired
location of the ZMP ydZMP

ydZMP = ydCoM −
zCoM
g

ÿdCoM (24)

ydZMP = yZMP + ∆yCoM −
zCoM
g

∆ÿCoM (25)

To produce a change in the lateral CoM, we can use a
linear approximation dependent on the robot configuration q

∆yCoM =
∂yCoM
∂q

(q(τ))∆q (26)

Assuming that the system is initially evolving on Zα and
then switches to Zβ with states described by (17), we can
express ∆q as

∆q = BM (τ)β (27)

Using this expression onto (26) we obtain a relationship
between ∆yCoM and β

∆yCoM =
∂yCoM
∂q

BM (τ)β = Λ(τ)β (28)

Considering the relationship between the ZMP and the
change on yCoM (25),

ŷZMP = yZMP + Λ(τ)β − Λ′′(τ)β (29)
ŷZMP − yZMP = (Λ(τ)− Λ′′(τ))β = Φ(τ)β (30)

βT = Φ(τ)+(ŷZMP − yZMP ) (31)

where Φ(τ)+ is the right inverse of Φ(τ) and behaves as
weighting vector, in the case of ATALANTE it assigns more
weight over the frontal hip in the supporting leg which leads
to torso roll movements.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present details of the implementation of
the controller on the robot ATALANTE, given its capabilities
as well as the simulation and experimental results of the
proposed approach.



Fig. 4. Simulation of ATALANTE using CoM regulation (32)

A. Implementation Details

Since ATALANTE does not have force sensors to measure
ZMP it is not possible to implement direct ZMP regulation
(31), instead we will drive back the actual CoM trajectory
yCoM (q) to the designed trajectory yCoM (τ) using (28).
Considering (28), the parameter β can be calculated as:

βT = BM (τ)

(
∂yCoM
∂q

)+

(ydCoM − yaCoM ) (32)

where
(
∂yCoM

∂q

)+
represents the right inverse and ydCoM (τ)

is calculated from Zα.
The optimization problem is solved using hereid2017frost

in MATLAB for two walking domains using a direct colloca-
tion scheme with 10 nodes for each domain and the Hermite-
Simpson interpolation. The selected step time is 1s, and the
forward hip velocity is 0.05 m/s, which is a comfortable
speed for users using the exoskeleton.

As there is no force sensor information available on
the feet, a current-based algorithm detects the impact with
the ground whenever the current passes a threshold. The
resulting switching times range from 0.7 to 0.8s (70%-80%)
for both simulation and experiment.

B. Simulation Results

This section provides the simulation of the walking gait
and the performance of the proposed controller for the gen-
erated walking gait. The chosen simulation engine is Gazebo
executed in a Laptop running Ubuntu 18.04 OS with an Intel
Core i7-8750H processor clocked at 2.20GHz with 32GB of
RAM. The simulation sets the controller frequency at 1KHz
and considers the actuators’ torque limits, joints position, and
velocity bounds, and only the sensor information available
on ATALANTE.

Fig. 4 shows the resulting stable walking gaits for the
regulated HZD outputs. Simulations executing HZD without
output regulation result in an average of 15 steps before
falling. Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the CoM evolution
during one gait with respect to the support foot for HZD (not
regulated) and HZD with regulation. The regulator action
drives the robot CoM back to its nominal path, which under
the linear inverted pendulum paradigm, drives the ZMP
closer to its designed bounds.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of CoM trajectories for regulated and unregulated
walking. Upper curve is for right leg support and lower curve for left leg
support.

C. Experimental Results

The experiments will be conducted with a 145 lb man-
nequin securely strapped to the ATALANTE to emulate the
situations with a real patient with paraplegia (see Fig. 7.)

Without the dummy, the exoskeleton falls backward be-
cause its torso is displaced to allow a user inside. As the
dummy is different from the model used in the optimization,
it accounts for the typical case of an exoskeleton robot where
there is limited information of the user, allowing to transfer
the formal method to the real users.

A PD control at 1KHz drives the joint outputs to the
designed surface Zα or Zβ . However, using purely HZD
control resulted in unstable walking gaits that required ex-
ternal support for data acquisition.

As proposed, the control method proposed resulted in a
stable walking gait, as seen in Fig 6. Fig. 10 plots the
tracking performance achieved with the PD controller and
Fig. 9 shows the phase portraits of the joints.

Fig. 8 compares the experimental CoM evolution with
respect to the support leg for several steps. The color
areas show the regions where the CoM evolved during the
experiment and indicates as expected that the regulated CoM
is closer to the nominal CoM trajectory.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes the addition of a regulation term in
the virtual-constraints to aid the lateral stability of a bipedal
robot through ZMP manipulation. The method was success-
fully experimented on ATALANTE walking at a speed of
0.05m/s with a dummy with realistic size and weight.

An advantage of the proposed method is that it respects
the hybrid invariance property designed for orbit Zα by
providing a regulation strategy that generates an orbit Zβ

that inherits this property.
The primary assumption for the ZMP manipulation relies

on the linear inverted pendulum behavior of the lateral
movement. However, the current implementation is unable
to use a force sensor to measure the ZMP; in consequence,
the regulation of the ZMP was performed indirectly through
CoM regulation. Having an effective control action for ZMP
during the gait increases the robustness exhibited by the



Fig. 6. No regulation for CoM trajectory with respect to the supporting foot. The blue line represents the nominal lateral CoM and the red line the actual
CoM trajectory

Fig. 7. Setting of exoskeleton ATALANTE with a mannequin.

robot. Moreover, a similar strategy can be to switch among
different walking gaits by making sure that transitioning
among them respects the ZMP constraints.

Robust walking gaits and safe transitioning among dif-
ferent orbits provide the possibility of achieving agile and
efficient dynamic locomotion for different tasks and allow
exoskeletons a step closer to support people with lower-limb
paralysis.
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